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NICHIJO’s Rotary Snowplow:
Achieving Excellence in
Overcoming the Challenges of Snow
Japan is a country with regions where the world’s heaviest snowfalls are seen.
To protect the lives of people in these regions, many snow-removal technologies have
been developed. NICHIJO CORPORATION, a member of the Kawasaki Group, has been
leading this innovation, and now holds a 70% market share in Japan.

Heavy Snow Regions Account
for 51% of Japan’s Landmass

by high population density. Of all cities with a

ever lived in a snowy region. Since removal

population exceeding 1 million, Sapporo

of snow is a vital mission, snowplows must

(population: 2 million) tops the list, recording

perform reliably and without fail.

Japan is undoubtedly the snowiest country

six meters of snow annually ― far more than

Snowplowing is a two-phase process:

in the world. According to the Japanese

the two meters of Canada's Montreal, which

primary removal, in which a road grader

“Act on Special Measures for Heavy Snow-

ranks second in this category.

(with a scraper-shaped blade) pushes the

fall Areas,” such areas are defined as

This challenging natural environment has

snow to one side, and secondary removal, in

“regions where snow hampers economic

served as a driver of technological advance-

which a rotary snowplow blows the snow

growth and has an adverse effect on the

ment in one type of equipment ― snow-

into the distance. A rotary snowplow is oper-

lives of residents.” Of all regions in Japan,

plows. Snow removal protects homes and

ated by a pair of people ― the driver and the
operator ― who are greatly respected as the

51% falls into this category, affecting about

other buildings and clears roads ― a critical

20 million people.

part of the infrastructure. An enormous

operation requires a very high level of skill

Compared to most other snowy regions of

sense of relief after having piled-up snow

and experience. The operator uses seven or

the world, those in Japan are characterized

removed is shared by all those who have

eight different levers to control the angle of

Annual Snowfall Totals of Cities Around the World

Heavy snowfall in large cities helped snowplows evolve
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NICHIJO’s headquarters in Teine Ward, Sapporo City
(relocated here in March 2015).

NICHIJO to develop a large vehicular

snow-removal unit and the snowblower that

snowplow ― the rotary snowplow ―

ejects the snow from the mouth of its chute

which was named the “Hydraulic

to a designated distance of 20 m, 30 m, or

Torque Converter Rotary (HTR).” Since

45 m. Its maximum removal capacity per

then, “HTR” has been included in the

hour is 4,200 tons, the equivalent of a 10-t

model names of all rotary snowplows

truck removing 420 loads per hour or one

manufactured by NICHIJO.

10-t-truckful of snow every nine seconds.

The HTR408 is the latest, most

This model boasts various measures for

advanced model, dedicated to

uninterrupted operation, such as an auger

The driver’s seat mat (above) and chassis (left) are
also manufactured in-house.

expressways and major roadways in

equipped with a device to prevent it from

manufacturer with the predominant

the snow-removal unit and the direction in

areas with heavy snowfall. With a dimension

taking up tire chain waste on the road. The

market share in Japan, NICHIJO runs a

which the snow is blown. The driver is

of 9 m (length) x 2.6 m (width) x 3.5 m

center pin that connects the vehicle and

network of 80 distributors, to which spare

responsible for controlling the snowplow’s

(height), the machine is equipped with a 480

the snow-removal unit can articulate to

parts are shipped from headquarters all

engine output and speed, according to the

HP engine which powers the 2.6 m x 1.75 m

facilitate the turning of the snowplow at

year round, in order to offer 24/7

narrow intersections.

after-sales services. However, the aging of

hardness and depth of the snow. They must
function as a single unit.

snowplow operators and an impending

When the editorial team of SCOPE visited

NICHIJO holds a 70% domestic market

NICHIJO’s Inaho and Akebono Plants in

manner. Because of these unique require-

machine thick steel plates into a helical

shortage of personnel is a challenge at the

share in rotary snowplows. Since its incep-

Teine Ward, Sapporo City, in mid-September

ments, specialized technologies were

shape and the blade is welded onto the

customer end.

tion 60 years ago, NICHIJO (formerly known

2019, production was peaking in prepara-

developed to meet them. These are also

unit. The chassis of the vehicle is also

Experience and skill are required for both

as Nihon Josetsuki Seisakusho) has been

tion for the coming snow season. Masaki

reasons why it has been difficult for

assembled in-house and even the driver's

drivers and operators, but an increasingly

tackling the challenges of snow removal in

Ohta, General Manager of the Engineering

non-Japanese snowplow manufacturers to

seat mat is manufactured by the company.

lower number of people are willing to assume

Japan, and as such is essentially the source

Division commented, “In Japan, heavy

enter the Japanese market.”

President of NICHIJO, Takayoshi Suzuki,

these posts. The declining operator popula-

of Japan’s rotary snowplow history. The

snowfalls are often seen in big cities where

These distinctive “aesthetics of snow

explains, “Our customers, including local

tion suggests that the safety of local popula-

Masaki Ohta

there are many narrow streets, and yet we

removal” require that the auger be able to

governments and operators of express-

tions that had been achieved by snow

Executive Officer, General Manager
Engineering Division
NICHIJO CORPORATION

have a distinctive aesthetic that snow

take in snow effectively and that the

ways, have a critical mission to fulfill. In

removal is already being compromised.

removal must be done in a beautiful

company has developed and manufactured
a variety of snowplows ― from a compact

snowblower chute be maneuverable, with

order to meet their sophisticated level of

To remedy the situation, Ohta says

for narrow streets to a giant machine for

the blowing distance easy to change. The

technological requirements, we must work

NICHIJO has been developing various

expressways and airport runways.

version for sidewalks to a medium-sized one

auger’s optimally formed helical blade is

closely with them to develop products

technologies to make snow removal

The snowplowing industry is not immune

the fruit of research spanning more than

which meet their needs and accumulate

easier. For example, now an intuitively-

to workforce shortages due to an aging pop-

half a century, and it is now capable of

the necessary expertise. The in-house

operable joystick can run the snowplow,

ulation. As the industry leader, NICHIJO is

handling both light and heavy snow.

manufacturing of parts was essential to

which previously required seven or eight

meeting those needs.”

levers. Other innovations include an auto-

Developing Automatic Control
Technology to Accommodate
Labor Shortages

mated speed control system which

facturer with high insourcing capability. At

Although we cannot predict when snow

toring/control system that notifies opera-

the division where the auger’s helical blade

will start to fall, when it does, snow remov-

tors of a problem and automatically

is produced, a special device is used to

al must be carried out without delay. As a

displays the location and a description.

focusing on developing labor-saving tech-

In order to achieve the high level of per-

nologies to accommodate such emerging

formance required for effective snow-

societal needs.

plowing, parts are manufactured in-house,

A Finished-Product Maker
Meeting Demanding
Requirements by Manufacturing
Parts In-House

except for a few such as engines and tires,
NICHIJO manufactures most of the parts for its
snowplows in-house in order to meet customers’
rigorous requirements. Photos show a
snow-collecting auger (right) and a helical blade
(above) being assembled (below).

making NICHIJO a finished-product manu-

adjusts the speed when the load on the
snowplow changes due to variations in
depth or hardness of snow, and a moni-

NICHIJO first entered the rotary snowplow market at the request of an operator of a mining railway that ran through
an area in western Hokkaido with dense
snowfall. NICHIJO quickly developed a
proprietary auger ― a rotating helical

Aiming to Produce Products that Best Meet Customers’ Needs:
Evolving Technological Development at NICHIJO

● Joystick

● Vehicle status monitoring system with touchscreen

collector installed at the front of a snowplow ― that per formed as well as
Swiss-made augers, which the company
had initially tried to duplicate but failed
because of patent issues.
In 1959, NICHIJO successfully launched
the first domestically-produced rotary
snowplow locomotive, which led the Hokkaido Regional Development Bureau to ask
04
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With the objective of achieving greater ease of operation and reducing labor, NICHIJO developed a monitoring system by
which indoor staff are able to check, control, and record ― in real time ― information being transmitted from snowplows in
the field. This system is also useful for responding expeditiously to failures and for recovery efforts.

An intuitively-operable stick for
controlling a snowplow which offers
responsive maneuverability (for
medium- to large-size snowplows).
Before, users had to manipulate seven
or eight levers in order to operate a
snowplow.
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A Leader's Voice
Takayoshi Suzuki

President, NICHIJO CORPORATION

Protecting Lifeline Infrastructure and Otherwise
Contributing to Local Communities

A scene from the final stage of production (assembly). A powerful-looking rotary snowplow comes with a robust engine in the rear.

Ohta comments, “But to fundamentally

Ohta adds, “Achieving a single-operator

NICHIJO developed a rotary snowplow locomotive at a time

advantage, but it also entails heavier social responsibility, as

when graders and bulldozers were the only snowplowing

snowplows are used by customers tasked with highly-critical

equipment available. When it was completed, the engineers

public missions. We are also committed to developing inno-

decided to mount the newly-developed product on a truck

vative technologies to meet emerging needs such as the

chassis and created the first rotary snowplow. This achieve-

replacement of old snowplows, labor shortages, the aging

ment was made possible because of our customers’ deep con-

of operators, and other issues arising at point of use.

fidence in our development capability, which enabled us to

My responsibility as management leader is to expand our

collaborate with them to develop these snowplows and pro-

scope of business by leveraging our snowplow technologies. In

tect the lives of people in snowy regions.

addition to an excellent lineup of rotary snowplows, our product

We underwent difficult times when the business environ-

portfolio includes snowplow locomotives, antifreeze spraying

ment deteriorated due to curtailed funding for public works

vehicles,and specialized vehicles such as transporters. We plan to

and the introduction of tougher environmental standards, but

launch a more solid business model so as to achieve stability in

In 2011, NICHIJO launched a hybrid rotary

that did not affect the confidence the customers had placed in

our snowplow business, which should help us contribute more to
overcoming the challenges of snow.

resolve workforce shortages due to a declin-

rotary snowplow should contribute signifi-

snowplow but it did not sell well because of

us. Thanks to their support, we now hold a 70% domestic

ing birthrate and an aging population, it is

cantly to offsetting labor shortages. But to

its high price tag resulting from the use of a

market share, achieved through the annual manufacture and
shipping of about 200 units of rotary snowplows.

I am encouraged by the increasing number of young people who
express their desire to join NICHIJO in order to work at a local com-

imperative that we establish a technology to

develop a control technology in-house, not

costly battery. However, when a prefecture-

achieve autonomous operations.” To that

only for the mechanical aspect of the snow-

wide blackout occurred in the fall of

NICHIJO and another manufacturer are the only two players

pany and serve local communities through locally-developed

left in the rotary snowplow market today. Further increasing

technologies. I also feel responsible for leading the company

our market share takes improvement in our competitive

to become a great contributor to local communities.

end, NICHIJO has already embarked on a

plow but also the operating programs, is a

2018, following the Hokkaido Eastern

project utilizing GPS data from the quasi-

daunting undertaking and requires an

Iburi Earthquake, this rotary snowplow

zenith satellite system “MICHIBIKI” to auto-

expansion of our design department.”

could have served as an uninterruptible

matically control snow blowing positions

Partnering with Customers
to Achieve More
Sophisticated Technology

power source (UPS). Had the earthquake

The effectiveness of automated snow

In regard to NICHIJO’s approach to prod-

cal nature of the mission entrusted to

blowing was proven in a verification demon-

uct development, Makoto Okada, General

public service agencies, hybrid snow-

stration conducted in spring 2019 at Shire-

Manager of the Corporate Planning and

plows are useful as they can generate

toko Pass, and the Bureau plans to conduct

Control Division, comments, “One of the

power using diesel fuel and function as a

another test in 2020 to verify whether or

features of our snowplows is their cus-

high-output UPS. But first we must create

not GPS can control the entire function of a

tomizability. Our sales reps therefore

a business model for them to be used as

To sustain its snowplow business, NICHOJO is planning to realize a broader scope of

snow-removal unit to project the snow onto

have interviews and discussions with

snowplows. We’d like to contribute to

business through its diversification strategy. One of our areas of focus is specialized

an exact, pre-designated spot.

customers to fully understand their

improving the living environment for

vehicles, including transporters which transport heavy goods, train cars and dump

needs and offer products that best meet

local communities by providing superior

trucks to carry iron ore to steel mills, etc. The technologies we have developed for

their requirements.”

products that reflect our technological

rotary snowplows can be applied extensively to these vehicles, and the technologies

In some cases, the snow-removal unit

prowess. To that end, we plan to focus on

are sophisticated enough

is replaced with another device to

autonomous operation, automatic control,

increase the operating ratio of the vehi-

and reduced maintenance costs through

cle. For example, during summer, attach-

utilization of AI (Artificial Intelligence) and

ments can be substituted, such as cutting

IoT (Internet of Things).”

based on a concept jointly-developed with
the Hokkaido Regional Development Bureau,
to which prototypes have been delivered.

occurred in the winter, people’s lives
could have been endangered.
Okada comments, “Considering the criti-

blades for clearing roadside grasses or

To overcome the challenges of snow,

pumps for draining water in flooded

NICHIJO is committed to achieving tech-

areas. Okada adds, “Such examples

nological innovations and transforming its

Makoto Okada

demonstrate the high applicability and

business models ― all to make living with

Director, General Manager
Corporate Planning and Control Division
NICHIJO CORPORATION

versatility of rotary snowplows to power

snow safe and secure.
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various types of equipment.”

Looking
Forward to
Tomorrow

Expanding NICHIJO s Brand
Presence by Developing Diverse
Products Utilizing Our Superior
Know-How Cultivated in the North

to meet our customers’
rigorous requirements.
Plans to expand our capability in automatic control
technolog y and other
mechatronics areas should
also benefit our specialized
vehicle business.
Grass cutters (upper photo) or emergency pumps for
draining water from flooded areas (lower photo) are
attachments which can be installed on the snowplow
so that the machine can be used all year round,
making it very cost-effective.

The NC220HF-S transporter

Scope 122
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Epoch
Maker

Shield Machines: Main Players in Underground Tunnel Boring
In the past several decades, shield machines have undergone many improvements,
the most common boring apparatus for tunneling projects. Kawasaki delivered its
This marked the beginning of the company’s evolution into a technological leader in

reflecting technological advancements in this sector. Even today, they are still
first tunnel boring roof shield for a post-war subway construction project in Japan.
mechanizing, upsizing, and automating shield machines.

1994

1st
Unit

Slurry shield
machine (φ 14.14 m)
delivered

1957
Roof shield (φ 11.6 m)
delivered
Development of this piece of equipment
led Kawasaki to become a leading shield
machine developer/manufacturer. It
was used for boring a 231-m long tunnel,
launched from Kokkai-gijidomae Station
on the Marunouchi Subway Line and driving toward Shinjuku. It was the first application of the roof shield tunneling method
to a subway tunnel project in Japan.

汎用エンジンの詳しい情報は

1988

There are two main construction methods for underground tunnels: 1) the cut-and-cover tunneling method, in
which the ground is excavated from the surface down,
and 2) the shield tunneling method, in which a vertical
shaft is excavated first (without further excavation from

Full-shield tunnel boring
machine (TBM) (φ 8.78 m)
use began
Capable of boring through both soft soil and hard rock,
this machine was used for constructing the Channel
Tunnel beneath the Strait of Dover. Kawasaki completed boring of its initial target of 16 km eight months
ahead of schedule, an achievement that garnered a
contract for an additional 4 km. The project was originally conceived of and attempted by Napoleon Bonaparte 200 years ago, with twenty-six subsequent
attempts also failing, but the 27th was a success, to
which Kawasaki’s shield machine contributed greatly.

the surface) and then lateral excavation is performed

This machine, the diameter of which was
the world’s largest at that time, was used
in boring the undersea tunnel for the
Trans-Tokyo Bay Expressway (a.k.a. Tokyo
Aqua-Line Highway). Because the project
involved boring two 10-km-long tunnels,
eight shield machines were used, of which
three were manufactured by Kawasaki.
(Because the excavated earth is discharged
with water mixed in, it is called a “slurry
shield machine.”)

2006
Shield machine
with APORO Cutter
(All Potential Rotary Cutter)

system delivered

This shield machine was used for the
underground section in between
Shibuya and Daikanyama Stations on
the Tokyu Toyoko Line. A non-circular
shield had to be developed in conjunction with Kajima Corporation in
order to achieve an effective excavation cross section for the double-track
railway line while keeping a safe distance
from sewage pipes, the pilings of buildings, and other obstructions under the
ground. In this double-headed machine,
both cutters rotate as the drums revolve.

2017
Earth pressure
balanced (EPB)
shield machine
(φ 16.1 m) launched
This latest EPB shield machine is being
used for boring the 16-km-long
underground tunnel for the Tokyo
Outer Ring Road, which connects the
Tomei Expressway and the Kan-Etsu
Expressway. The 3-lane tunnel, for
southbound traffic, is being excavated from the Tomei end by a Kawasaki
machine. With another team excavating from the Kan-Etsu end, the tunnel
hole-through is expected to take place
beneath Inokashira-dori Avenue.
Kawasaki’s shield machine is responsible for a 9-km-portion of the 16-km
tunnel, which is one of the longest
distances bored for a tunnel in Japan.
The diameter of this machine is 16.1 m,
which is the largest in Japan.

from the vertical shaft.
The latter method uses a shield machine, which is an excavator

Tokyo Metro Co., Ltd.) for its project to construct the Marunouchi

guarded by an outer frame (shield) strong enough to withstand the

Subway Line. The roof shield was originally designed for manual

pressure from earth and water during construction. The machine

boring. As mechanization of the boring process was progressing at that

excavates the ground with a rotating cutter in the front. In this

time, Kawasaki developed a mechanized shield machine, using its

method, the tunnel walls are built to the rear of the shield machine as

heavy-industry expertise. Since then, the company has been leading

it moves forward. Thanks to these features, the shield tunneling

the industry by developing innovative boring equipment to respond to

method is less susceptible to effects caused by groundwater, both

emerging needs. These requirements included larger bores, automa-

during and after construction. Various types of shield machines are

tion, optimization of the excavation cross section, reduction of vertical

used, depending on the properties of the soil: a basic shield machine

shafts, and accommodation for significantly deeper construction sites

is used for soft ground, a TBM for hard rock, and a full-shield TBM

and excavations covering longer distances.

when both soft and hard soil are present.
Kawasaki first entered the tunnel boring market in 1957, when it
delivered a roof shield to Teito Rapid Transit Authority (present-day

These behind-the-scenes machines are actually the main players in
tunnel boring. To date, Kawasaki has delivered 1,400 units for both
domestic and international tunnel projects.
Computer graphic image
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Kawasaki s Superior Technology

Factory-Assembled Frames
Are Installed on Site

2 1

Air-Supported Belt Conveyor

Kawasaki Flow
Dynamics Conveyor

Troughs, casings, and auxiliary equipment are
pre-assembled at the factory before being shipped
to the site where they are joined together and
installed. This modular method significantly reduces construction time.

Kawasaki s Superior Technology

What is the Principle
behind the FDC?
Exhaust air

Exhaust air

Belt

Material
Trough
Distribution of
supplied air pressure

Pre-assembly
at the factory

(FDC)

Just a small
amount of air
levitates the belt
and makes
transport possible.

Air

Via supply holes, air is introduced from underneath the semicircular trough, levitating the
belt, which is moved by rotating pulleys
installed at both ends of the system. Small
holes are lined up at the bottom of the trough
for controlling the amount and pressure of air
according to the type and volume of material. It
is the combination of these features which
makes the belt float properly. Two troughs are
used in the FDC — one under the carrier side of
the belt and the other under the return side of
the belt, configured on top of each other.

Air supply holes

Commentary by

Tomoyuki Kinugasa (left)
Section 1, Materials Handling Department

Installation at the site

Yusuke Shimizu (right)

e
sid
er
i
r
r
Ca

Section 2, Materials Handling Department
Industrial Plant Engineering Division
Energy System & Plant Engineering Company
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

Fully-Enclosed Structure
The FDC is an idlerless, fully-enclosed
conveyor that achieves reduced noise
and vibration. The lack of idlers
makes inspection windows for idler
replacements unnecessary, thus
keeping the entire structure simple.

Belt Conveyor Utilizes Air
to Transport Materials

ide
ns
r
u
t
Re

Pulley
A rotating body
that moves the
belt. A drive
pulley moves the
belt while several
other pulleys
support the belt.

Kawasaki s Superior Technology
The most common image of a belt conveyor used for transporting coal, iron
ore, fly ash, and other bulk materials is one with many idlers rotating

“Belt Turn-Over Technique”
Keeps Trough Clean

beneath the belt. However, Kawasaki’s Flow Dynamics Conveyor (FDC) is a
very different type in which the belt is supported by a cushion of air.
A number of advantages are brought about by supporting the belt with

To prevent the carrier side of the belt from
contaminating the trough after it begins the
return passage and is face down, a device is
used to flip the belt after it completes its pass
through the upper trough but before entering
the lower trough. Just by flipping the belt 180
degrees, cleaning of the long conveyor becomes
unnecessary and maintenance cost is reduced.

Material

air. The carrier and return sections are idlerless and fully enclosed to achieve
low-noise, low-vibration, and high-speed conveyance, as well as drastically
reduced maintenance. The casing contributes to precluding dust spillages,
making it an eco-friendly system as well.
Kawasaki began developing the FDC in 1992 and launched its first commercial unit two years later. Thanks to ongoing improvements, to date, the
company has delivered 287 units to power plants, steelworks, and other

Fan-generated air

sites in Japan and abroad. Some FDCs are equipped with a 2m-wide belt
stretching over 1 km, moving 6,600 t of coal per hour. It is amazing that air
can perform such heavy-duty tasks.
The principle behind the FDC is basically the same as that of an air hockey
table. The means by which the belt is levitated is key to making this system

Trough

work. The belt is floated by a small amount of air introduced into the plenum

The trough is a
semicircular structure
indispensable for
air-supported belt
conveyors – the “main
player” in this system.

between the belt and the semicircular trough beneath, with the amount and
pressure of air adjusted according to the type of material being transported.
On top of Kawasaki’s proprietary know-how, advancements in the
technology for producing and machining troughs have contributed greatly to improving the FDC. A marriage of hydrodynamic theory and manufacturing expertise has resulted in a remarkable evolution in this material
handling system.
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For The Earth
Belt
The width of the belt, which
ranges from 0.4 m to 2.0 m,
is determined by the type
and volume of the material
to be conveyed.

Enormous Eco-Friendly Structure
The photo shows a power plant in Taiwan equipped with two
lines of FDCs, parallel to each other. The longer FDC stretches
1 km, moving 4,400 t of coal every hour on a 1.6-m wide belt
at a speed of 300 m per minute. Because they are installed
offshore, the FDCs are fully enclosed to minimize the environmental footprint.
Scope 121
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Interviews with
Today's
Pioneers

There is a man dubbed “the best swordsmith of the day.” Yoshindo
Yoshihara, now 76, was born into a family of swordsmiths, and his
career took off early in life. He is the only Japanese swordsmith whose
works are included in the collections of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art and the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

The World’s Only Craft in
which Molecular Structural
Change Is Sublimated
into Beauty

Yoshihara says that he perceives the
Japanese sword as “a treasure to be
passed down to future generations, not a
weapon of war.” Japanese swords, however, conjure up an image of a blade so sharp

Japanese sword-making is the sole iron craft

that it can cut in half a bullet fired from a

in the world that uses ancient steel-making

gun. “Because Japanese swords are crafted

techniques. Because its material, tamaha-

items meant to be used, they need to func-

gane (lit. “gem steel,” steel made from

tion well, so when I was young, I tested

iron-sand), is forged without being liquefied,

their sharpness by cutting up many steel

is heated to near-melting temperatures and

the result is a wood-grain-like pattern (hada).

helmets. Believe me, our swords cut very

repeatedly hammered to eliminate impuri-

This textural quality is the most distinctive

well,” says Yoshihara, laughingly. He adds,

ties, resulting in high-quality steel.

feature of Japanese swords, allowing view-

“But the swords really are something spe-

Yoshihara says, “Wakashi-gitae is a tech-

cial and they need ― in addition to func-

nique that swordsmiths must learn from

ers to appreciate “the very essence of iron.”
Yoshihara comment s, “Tamahagane

tionality ― the sort of beauty which trea-

their predecessors and pass on to the next

takes the form of austenite when heated

sures possess. In the case of swords, it’s

generation. There was a time when a com-

to a ro un d 8 0 0 d e g re e s C elsius , a n d

hamon, which resembles exquisitely falling

promised forging technique was rampant,

when it is quenched, the austenite trans-

flower petals or gently swaying waves.”

but it failed to achieve a sword that could

forms into a hard structural form called
martensite. This heat treatment hardens
the blade, but hardening is not the goal
of the treatment. You need to know that,

Leaving Authentic Work for
Future Generations Is the Most
Important Thing

in Japanese sword-smithing, this change

Yoshindo
Yoshihara

The Ancient Art of Steel-Making Is Preserved Only in Japanese Swords
12
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really cut. The beauty of a Japanese sword
lies in its functionality. With good-quality
steel, a beautiful blade can be formed, and
the result is an easy to use and durable
sword. It’s beauty combined with full func-

in molecular structural is sublimated (re-

When a sword is poorly forged, no blade

tionality. I think that’s the true beauty of a

fined) into the hamon (blade pattern):

will be formed because it will break easily

Japanese sword.”

beauty in the form of a ‘line of light.’”

during the process of honing it into a thin

Yoshihara has published four books on Japa-

Yoshihara’s grandfather Kuniie, the first

blade. When this is likely to happen,

nese swords, all written in English. He explains,

swordsmith of the family, began teaching

swordsmiths hone the blade into a convex

“There isn’t too much written that tells the

sword-smithing to Yoshihara when he was a

shape to make it appear as if a blade has

truth about Japanese swords. I thought I

child. In his 20s, Yoshihara became a recipi-

been formed.

should share with the world the true story

ent of the Takamatsu-no-Miya Sho (Prince

Yoshihara explains, “But this undermines

while I’m still vividly aware of it. The books

Takamatsu Award*) and in his 30s, acquired

the sword’s functional beauty, because its

were written in English so Japanese people

the top-ranking title of “Mukansa**.” Since

rounded look makes it appear less sharp.

wouldn’t read them,” Yoshihara laughs.

the earliest stages in his career, Yoshihara

Japanese swords are edged tools; they

has conducted scientific analyses of tradi-

must embody sharpness.”

“We swordsmiths can tell if a work is made
in a compromised manner even when such

tional sword-smithing. He has also been

In order to forge strong iron that can really

faults are not noticeable to non-professionals.

expanding globally, with a tanrenjo (work-

cut, an ancient Japanese method called

That’s why we have to work hard and leave

shop) established in the United States.

“wakashi-gitae” (lit. boil forging) is used. Iron

authentic work to future generations. That’s
the most important thing to do.”
Yoshihara’s 18-year-old grandson has joined

Yoshindo Yoshihara

his workshop this year. Traditional techniques

Born in Tokyo in 1943. At age 23, Yoshihara became a
Tosho (swordsmith) certified by the Agency for Cultural
Affairs of Japan. He received a Takamatsu-no-Miya Sho
(Prince Takamatsu Award*) when he was 29, and at age 39,
was awarded the top-ranking title of “Mukansa**.” He was
chosen three times to forge a sword to be offered to the Ise
Grand Shrine. He is the only Japanese swordsmith whose
works are included in the collections of American museums.
He is the head of the Nihonto Tanren Dojo (a swordsmith
workshop), and is also a holder of the Tokyo Intangible
Cultural Property designation.

and Yoshihara’s ingenious skills are sure to be
handed down to future generations.
* The present-day Praemium Imperiale in Honour
of Prince Takamatsu.
** A swordsmith whose works do not need to be
judged in order to enter the Contemporary
Swords and Artworks exhibition organized by
the Society for Preservation of Japanese Art
Swords.
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World's first Liquefied Hydrogen Carrier SUISO FRONTIER Launched

Kawasaki Establishes Satellite Ground Station to
Pursue Space Debris Removal Operations

On December 11, 2019, Kawasaki held a

double-shell-structure liquefied hydrogen

Kawasaki established a satellite ground

in diameter and a telemetry room (control

to pursue novel satellite data usage business

ceremony marking the naming and launch at

storage tank, currently being manufactured

station at its Gifu Works facility, to be used

room). The antenna features a hexapodal

operations by utilizing the satellite ground

Kobe Works of the SUISO FRONTIER (Kawa-

at Harima Works, on the ship and complete

in the operation of space debris removal

structure with movements driven by six

station to provide analytical results from

saki hull No. 1740), the world's first liquefied

the vessel's construction by late 2020. Once

satellites. The ground station will be used

extendable jacks. It provides easy continu-

various types of satellite data to users and

hydrogen carrier.

complete, the SUISO FRONTIER will be used

for sending commands to and receiving data

ous orbital tracking toward the zenith

pursuing optimal coordination with existing

This vessel was developed to provide a

for technology demonstration testing in Japa-

from a space debris removal demonstration

(straight upward) and can send and receive

Kawasaki business operations.

means of transporting liquefied hydrogen

nese FY 2020 aimed at the establishment of

satellite, planned for launch in FY 2020, and

transmissions at S-band frequencies and

at 1/800 of its original gas-state volume,

an international hydrogen energy supply

to be used in demonstration tests. In addi-

also receive transmissions at X-band

cooled to –253°C, safely and in large quan-

chain* in which liquefied hydrogen produced

tion, Kawasaki will utilize the ground station

frequencies. Furthermore, it boasts automat-

tities over long distances by sea. Kawasaki

in Australia will be shipped to Japan.

in efforts aimed at the company's entry into

ic tracking functionality

the satellite data services field, with activi-

which detects radio wave

ties including sending and receiving data in

direction to accurately

coordination with satellites manufactured

track satellite position.

plans to install a 1,250 m3 vacuum-insulated,

by other companies, and analysis and provision of satellite data.
* Planned implementation as
part of New Energy and
Industrial Technology
Development Organization’s
Demonstration Project for
Establishment of Mass Hydrogen
Marine Transportation Supply
Chain Derived from Unused
Brown Coal.

Supply chain demonstration framework

Kawasaki Exhibited 12 Models at the Tokyo Motor Show, Including 3 WorldPremiere Models, Along with the Victorious Machine from the Suzuka 8 Hours Race

In addition to the operations of space debris

The ground station comprises a satellite
data sending/receiving antenna 3.7 meters

removal demonstration
satellite, Kawasaki hopes

Model of the demonstration satellite (left), satellite
ground station antenna (right).

Kawasaki to Release Successor®-G Remotely-operated Robotic System
for Grinding, Deburring and Surface Finishing
In April, Kawasaki will release its Successor®-G

the system include an ability to carry out

human workers are needed to handle varia-

remotely operated robotic grinding system,

three-dimensional measurements and provide

tions among products in grinding, deburring

which can be used in grinding for welded

numeric representations of finished-surface

and surface-finishing operations, the achieve-

structures, and deburring and surface finish-

variations (roughness) in order to automatical-

ment of automation over a short time span is

ing for cast products.

ly generate operation data, thus contributing

inhibited by numerous challenges. In addition,

toward more sophisticated automatic assess-

when work is carried out manually by human

ment of surface finishes.

personnel, the final-product quality varies

At the 46th Tokyo Motor Show 2019, Kawasaki exhibited 12 models, including three world-premiere models (the Z H2, Ninja ZX-25R, and

Based on the Successor® robotic system

W800), and the Ninja ZX-10RR race machine that proved victorious at this year’s Suzuka 8 Hours Endurance Road Race. The Tokyo Motor

developed by Kawasaki's Robot Business

Show was held at Tokyo Big Site and the neighboring Odaiba area, and was open to the public for 11 days from October 25.

Center, which was designed to re-create the

Grinding, deburring and surface-finishing

movements of experienced engineers utiliz-

operations require the use of protective

The Successor®-G re-creates the move-

ing coordinated, remotely-controlled opera-

clothing and equipment, steadying of heavy

ments of veteran workers via remote opera-

tions, the Successor®-G harnesses the techno-

grinder equipment while carrying out tasks,

tion to achieve automation, thus contributing

logical synergy attained by combining the

and working in physically challenging envi-

to better work environments for employees

Energy System & Plant Engineering Compa-

ronments with large amounts of dust and

and consistent product quality.

ny's knowledge on production of large struc-

sparks as well as handling dan-

tures with the Corporate Technology Divi-

gerous, high-speed rotating

sion's software. This enables remote opera-

blades. In consideration of these

tions for various tasks, and in the future a

conditions, worker shortages are

tracing feature that mimics and repeats

anticipated in the coming years,

worker movements and an automated

resulting in a growing demand

assessment capability based on image pro-

for labor saving solutions, auto-

cessing for product finishes will also be

mation and safety measures.

added. Other enhancements scheduled for

However, because the skills of

■ Z H2 (Reference Model)

■ Ninja ZX-25R (Reference Model)

■ W800

The new Z H2 proudly takes its place as the flagship

Introducing the Ninja ZX-25R, an all-new 250cc

The new W800 is a retro model with strong links

of Kawasaki’s Z Supernaked series. Offering high

supersport model powered by a brand new

to Kawasaki’s original big bike, the 1966 650-W1,

power and intense acceleration, complemented by

inline-four engine – the only one in its class as of

the first model of the W brand, and the machine

everyday versatility and superb fuel economy, the

October 2019. The smooth-revving 249 cm3

that first gained Kawasaki recognition as a
manufacturer of large-displacement motorcycles.

998 cm3 liquid-cooled 4-stroke inline-four balanced

liquid-cooled DOHC 16-valve inline-four offers

supercharged engine features performance settings

both robust low-mid range torque and strong

specific to the Z H2 to ensure smooth acceleration at

high-rpm power.

Please follow us on social media

https://www.facebook.com/global.kawasaki/

according to skill levels.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/83150/

low-mid rpm.
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